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Abstract: Transport plays a very important role in carrying people and goods from one locality to different locality. There are 
many forms of transportation like bus, truck, plane, and many more, railway is the most significant one. Railway transportation 
is preferred by many people because it is less expensive for long distance journey when compared to other means of transport. 
Hence, safety and reliability are the factors that need to be considered. Now-a-days, railway network has exceedingly become 
prone to accidents. Manual observation of the track is quite difficult. In order to avoid this hurdle and enhance the accuracy, an 
automated inspection system is put forth. The proposed system will identify the cracks in the track using IR sensor and send 
information over web server to Adafruit IO using Node MCU and GPS module. It will also find if there is any obstacle, fire, 
breakage between bogie’s, temperature of the engine using IR sensor, flame sensor, IR sensor, LM35 respectively.  It also has 
automatic flushing. The door will automatically open if fire or any obstacle is detected. It also deals with automatic gate level 
controlling. At the tunnel side, the LED lights are turned ON if environment is dark and train is passing through the tunnel. 
Keywords: Microcontroller (Arduino UNO), IR sensor, Fire sensor, Microswitch, LM35 sensor, Adafruit IO, NodeMCU. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Indian, railroad system is the largest railway passenger transportation and is thought-out as the most important part of the 
India’s transport cadre. Many corporate transportations in India are done by the railroad network as it is the affordable means of 
transportation compared to other modes of transportations like trucks, buses, flights and so on. The rapid enhancing in Indian 
economy has an outcome in rapid increasing importunity for transportation now-a-days. Transport is mainly required for the 
specialization that permits manufacturing and consuming of commodity that happen at distinct locations. Transportation helps in 
carrying people and goods from locality to different locality. It also plays an important role in the evolution and development of 
industries. Railroad aid in delivering raw substances and other substances to the factories and completed goods to marketplace. So, 
safety and dependability should mainly be considered in the case of railways. As it is playing a major part in growth of the 
economy, so the importance of having modern and improved railway system is increasing day by day. More trade can be obtained is 
there is a better transport. Expansion of capacity and transport level determines the economic level. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
In the existing methods IR sensors are used in identifying the cracks on track and Bluetooth as a communicating media for sending 
the location of the crack to mobile phone. Identification of any obstacle on the track is done using vibration sensor. Load cell is used 
to identify whether train is entering into the tunnel or not. If load cell identifies train entering into the tunnel then lights will be 
turned ON else lights will be OFF. Reed sensors are used in the application of gate level-crossing which permits automatic opening 
and closing of gate. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system will identify the cracks in the track using IR sensor and send information over web server to Adafruit IO using 
Node MCU and GPS module. It will also find if there is any obstacle, fire, breakage between bogie’s, temperature of the engine 
using IR sensor, flame sensor, IR sensor, LM35 respectively.  It also has automatic flushing. The door will automatically open if fire 
or any obstacle is detected. It also deals with automatic gate level controlling. At the tunnel side, the LED lights are turned ON if 
environment is dark and train is passing through the tunnel.  

IV. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DECRIPTION 
The Functional Block diagram of the entire Smart Railway System is as shown in the Figure 1. The system can be classified as 
monitoring unit and controller unit. The monitoring unit comprises of IR sensor, LDR sensor, Fire sensor, Micro switch(Automatic 
flush switch), LM35 temperature sensor. These sensors continuously monitor the respective parameters and data is sent to Arduino 
microcontroller. Based on the data received by microcontroller corresponding actuator gets operated. 
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Fig 1: Functional block diagram 

V. WORKING METHOD 
Above fig-1 shows the complete block diagram of smart railway system. The working of whole project is divided into four sections 
like tunnel side, robot side, gate side and train side. The detailed working at each section is explained in further discussion. All 
sensors used in this project are Active low, which implies that upon detection it gives output as Logic 0 else Logic 1. 
1) Tunnel Side: IR sensor is used to detect whether Train is entering into the tunnel, and LDR sensor is used to monitor whether 

environment is bright or dark. If both conditions are satisfied that is train is entering into the tunnel and environment is dark 
then LED lights are turned ON. 

2) Robot Side: When robot moves on the track, IR sensor detects it as an obstacle, and rays transmitted from IR transmitter will be 
continuously reflecting back and these rays are received by the IR receiver, and hence motor is still ON and robot module will 
be moving in the forward direction. When a crack is detected, IR sensor detects as no obstacle is present, , the rays transmitted 
from IR transmitter and not reflected back to IR receiver. GPS module will be continuously monitoring the location, upon crack 
detection its location and its position (left or right track) is hosted on Adafruit IO. 

3) Gate Side: In this section two Infrared sensors, microcontroller and two motors and buzzer are used. IR sensor 1 is used to 
detect whether train is coming or not and IR sensor 2 is used to determine whether train has passed the crossing or not. When 
train has not yet reached crossing both the IR sensors read logic 1 value, buzzer is not turned ON, and gates are OPEN. When 
train arrives at crossing data output of first IR sensor becomes zero gates whereas data output of second IR sensor remains same 
i.e., logic 1. Now buzzer makes a sound indicating that train is arriving and gate CLOSES. As train moves forward and if this 
sensed by the second IR sensor, data pin of IR sensor 2 reads a value equal to logic 0 and the gate OPENS. 

4) Train Side: When fire is detected pump motor turns ON automatically, motor drivers will turn OFF and train stops moving, 
buzzer sounds and the sliding door opens automatically. Temperature senor (LM35) will be continuously monitoring the 
temperature of engine. If engine temperature is less than the specified threshold value then GREEN LED is ON, else if it is 
more than the specified threshold value then RED LED is ON. If an obstacle is present in front of IR obstacle sensor, motor 
drivers turns OFF and train stops moving, buzzer sounds and the sliding door opens automatically. In order to detect whether 
there is a breakage between bogie’s, two IR sensors are placed opposite to each other. When two IR sensors are in the range it 
implies that there is no breakage between bogie’s. If two IR sensors are not in range it implies that there is a breakage between 
bogie’s and buzzer sounds. Micro switch used as Flush switch. When flush switch is pressed pump motor turns ON 
automatically. 
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VI. RESULTS 
The system is implemented by programming in arduino IDE software and the corresponding output values are displayed on LCD as 
well as on adafruit web page. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig 2: Crack detection and hosting the information on webserver 

 
Fig 3: Obstacle detection                                                  Fig 4: Monitoring temperature of heat engine 
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Fig 5: Fire detection                                                                         Fig 6: Automatic flushing 

                                 
Fig 7: Train passing in the tunnel during day time                                                  Fig 8: Train passing in the tunnel during night time 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 9: Automatic gate level controller.                                                                                                                             
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VII. COCNCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Railway track detection is done by using robot module in an efficient way to determine the cracks on track. The data regarding the 
crack fault is sent over the webserver i.e., Adafruit using GPS and NodeMCU. With the help of the GPS we can also monitor the 
exact location of the train. IR sensor is used for detecting any obstacle and also to detect if there is any breakage between bogies. 
Fire sensor is used to detect fire, if fire is detected pump motor turns ON automatically, and door also opens automatically. When 
Flush switch is pressed pump motor turns ON automatically. This project also includes automatic gate level controller. At tunnel 
side, lights are turned ON if environment is dark and train is passing in the tunnel.  
In future, cameras can be installed to identify what is present on the track. Instead of sending robot first for detecting the cracks in 
the tracks, the system should be modelled in such a way that the sensors are fixed on the train itself for identifying the cracks. 
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